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Abstract— This present study “Real-Time Online Track and 

Trace Postal Package System Using Parallel Sending 

Algorithm” has been developed to Sending courier with view 

policy and searching courier status. This website contains 

information about user function such as booking the couriers 

and services, loading the collection of lots in the selected 

courier in container as well as administrator function such as 

office registration, creating user, viewing suggestions and 

complaints of user, adding new cities and states, view the 

status of consignment etc User can check their status of 

shipment according to invoice no which is provide to them. 

Only admin have authority to add and update information of 

shipment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The project “Real-Time Online Track and Trace Postal 

Package System Using Parallel Sending Algorithm” delivery 

status and notification system has being tested for the need of 

company running simultaneously e-courier services where 

inquiries are always in queue. 

This basically deals with the queries of user for a company 

simultaneously running its e-courier service where the users 

having booked some couriers or both for delivery can view 

the status online about where there booked courier. How 

much more time it will take to reach the place, and whether 

received it in original state. And many other queries such as 

the reason of blockage, queries with the user care officers 

regarding handling etc. Sender and receiver get SMS on 

adding and landing the shipment.  It is on lice courier service 

so with the help of computer we can add shipment. Now-a-

days online services get most commonly used. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Dr. satendra Thakur and dr A.p singh have published a paper 

in ELK asia journal of marketing and retail management tiled 

a study employees empowerment, service quality and 

customer satisfactions with reference to India post. Customer 

satisfaction is concept of marketing has change over the 

period of time. Evaluation of information technology, 

modernization, globalization is become more customer 

satisfactions. 

Ritika aggarwal has published a research article in 

international journal of management and technology on 6 

December 2012 on the topic factor influencing customer 

preference towards postal saving schemes. The objective of 

this study is to explore factors that influence investor to invest 

among post office saving product. The present system study 

and examines the factor that appear to exercise the greatest 

influence on the investor decision making. Study and 

identified influence these factor on post office system. 

Chattopashyas subatras and Das plaban have publish 

a paper in 2014 on key decision making factor in the domestic 

service. A reader of decision making literature is well aware 

of the vast amount of the literature in the area of decision 

making. Decision making continues to attract research. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system all work are done manually so the 

system take much more time to complete their work. In 

existing system have more chance to misrule of management 

happens day by day. 

In existing system there is no proper co-ordination 

between people and related application, it is one of the 

drawback of existing system. 

Existing system is less user friendly system is one of 

the reason more number of people are not connected. In the 

previous system sender or receiver are not able to track their 

courier where it is actually reached. There is no viewing 

policy to check the information about their courier.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main objective of project is to provide users with the 

facility of taking online courier service with searching queue. 

In this propose system we providing pickup facility 

from home or office. If in case courier is reached at home or 

whatever the place, if that person is not available at that time 

so courier is returned and we sending one message to the 

sender as well as receiver to collect that courier from the post 

office and in that message we providing the post office name 

and the id of that courier. 

Here we using three algorithms: 

1) Parallel sorting of data algorithm. 

2) Search engine algorithm. 

3) Message parallel sending algorithm. 

In this proposed system we are using parallel sorting 

of data algorithm for sorting data according to their type in 

case of searching any entry according to their date or status 

of courier. 

We are using search engine algorithm for searching 

our courier status and for that we are using here invoice 

number for every single user. 

As we are adding shipment our data get added to 

database and parallaly message send to sender and receiver in 

this case we are using message parallel sending algorithm. 

A. Advantages of Proposed System 

1) Time reduction 

Through online user/company can interact with our services 

and save the time to reach and contact to the courier company. 

2) Pickup Facility (from home or office) 

User can send the pickup request to the branch. The packet 

will be picked by company from the home.   
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3) Courier Returning Facility (Critical Condition)   

4) Status Tracking 

User can send the online request to the admin for his query.    

V. FLOWCHART 

 
 Fig. 1: 

VI. USE CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 2:  

VII. FUNCTION SPECIFICATION 

There are Three Model 

A. User 

 User registration. 

 View/update login details. 

 View policy details. 

 View tracking information. 

B. Admin 

 View/update user details. 

 Update policy details. 

 Track the courier details. 

C. Branch Admin 

This module helps the branch admin to use various services 

after the logged on e-courier services like: 

 Update status  

 View status 

D. User Module 

 In this module user can use various service by online 

with the help of internet.  

 This service help the user to do their work effectively & 

efficiency. They are view the login details.  
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 They are also view the policy details and view the 

tracking information. 

E. Admin Module 

 The admin helps the admin to do work with the different 

facility that    helps to solve the problem of manual work 

& easily maintain.  

 The admin can update policy details, track the courier 

details     and also provides unique services 

F. Branch Module 

 Branch admin can login after those do all the needed 

works like packet tracking, view status    

VIII. FEATURES 

The Salient Features of E-Courier Service are as Follows 

1) The main objective of project is to provide users with the 

facility of taking online courier service. 

2) Due to the easy and secure accessing of site, multiple 

admin access simultaneously. 

3) Providing Pickup Request. 

4) Ease Packet Searching facility. 

5) User can see our Pickup Schedule. 

6) Branch admin can send our request to receive your 

packet according to status. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The object of “Real-Time Online Track and Trace Postal 

Package System Using Parallel Sending Algorithm” is 

sending the courier to the proper destination with the status 

of a courier .This proposed system contain the information 

about the user and also allow the user to complaints and 

suggestion of user .User can check their courier status by 

using id which is automatically generated by the system. 
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